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New Hawk Spray Guns - W550

Paint Crew

The new W550 HVLP Spray Set in the handy carry case is perfectly
suited for all light and decorative work with low over spray. The set
contains two gun front sections for fast color changes as well as a
detail spraying attachment for easy coating of difficult places. The air
turbine is built into the gun head, removing the need for a separate
compressor. Two lids are supplied for
trouble-free storage of remaining
paint. With this fine spray
system the paintcontaining parts
can be separated
from the turbine
allowing fast
colour changes
and simple troublefree cleaning.

Perfect results with the Paint Crew airless painting unit
achieve a uniform application of paint on interior as well as
outside walls. This universal paint spraying system was
specially developed for emulsions and latex paints, but it is
also very suitable for many other materials.
This unit is
ideal for the easy, professional
application of paint to plastered and
textured surfaces with very little over
spray. Where a conventional airless
unit sells for R16000.00 + VAT, this
unit will be under R6000.00 + VAT.
The gun comes complete with a
7,5m hose and two
reversible (for selfcleaning) nozzles, 0.015”50° and 0.009” - 40°.

New Look

Welcome Pump and Spray

The new-look petrol powered
350 and 500bar Hawk high
pressure cleaners have come a
long way with a twin cylinder
Kohler, electric-start, engine
and high density polyethylene
fuel and water tanks. Built this
way for ease of handling and
as robust as possible, it is
compact and reliable. The
exhaust now has a perforated
plate cover to protect the
operator from burns.

Monitor Distributors / Hawk have acquired Paul Garnham’s
company, Pump and Spray which has a good reputation
and will be a distinct asset for the group. Paul will manage
the Johannesburg branch and bring in his experience and
expertise in high pressure cleaning and evaporative
cooling.

Excellent Workmanship
When Cammy started wiring the Hawk
electric hot water units, we thought that a
sparrow had been busy building a nest. He
has, of his own accord, improved the layout
to a point where the unit looks totally
professional. We are pleased with this
dedication.

Pump and Spray Systems cc

AVI AFRICA 2007 Poultry
Show
We will be exhibiting once again at the
largest poultry show in Africa from the
23rd to the 25th April 2007 at
Gallagher Estate, Johannesburg. You
can visit us at stand number 116. We
look forward to seeing you there.

“So you think that your Chico can
accelerate?”

Can you believe it......
An SABC news reader said that after a truck
had crashed over a bridge, flattening a car,
mopping-up operations were still under way.
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